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First night

When sex with spirituality was the Donne thing
Theatre Libby Purves

Into Thy Hands
Wilton's, E1

**** #

Here is strange grandeur beneath the
arches of a bygone music hall: a great
spiralling orrery overhangs the stage,
model planets circling a wild and
wordy play about sex and spirituality
400 years ago. Erotic and disputatious,
vivid and serious, it proves a
fascinating premiere.

Jonathan Holmes's play deals with
the poet John Donne in an
intellectually turbulent and dangerous
time: Protestantism was settling down
after persecution and bloodshed, King
James's English Bible was under way,
Ga I ileo was proving that we are not
the centre of the Universe.

Donne, played with swarthy,
bestubbled fire by Zubin Varla, is not
yet the giant of letters he became but a
Roman Catholic poet, wit and libertine
who had scandalously run off with his
high-born Protestant pupil, Anne.
They were living precariously with
their eight children, dependent on the
intimate patronage of titled ladies.

His best route to security would be
to take holy orders: the King urges him
to do so, with camp, threatening
pragmatism, wanting a convert,
ex-Catholic intellectual to help to
steady the new Church. But Donne's
religious scruples prevent him taking
orders, despite Anne's suffering as
their children succumb to the diseases
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Thrummingly alive: Jess Murphy (Ann Donne), Zubin Varla (John Donne) and Helen Masters (Lady Magdalene Danvers )
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of poverty. He is also at odds with the
senior cleric Lancelot Andrewes
{Nicholas Rowe, a tall, pallid, ascetic
streak of blackness). They have a
splendid row — mediated by an
amusingly anxious John Layfield
{Stephen Fewell) — about whether the

Song of Songs should translate a word
as "embrace", "ravish" or indeed "f***".
To Donne, sex is holy: to Andrewes,
a vile debasement brought by the sin
of Eve.

In an age when Puritanism and
daring court masques co-existed, this

leads to barnstorming, ranting debates
and a lot of bare breasts and
breathtaking intimacies, some of them
between the women. Women are
central: Jess Murphy as Anne Donne is
wonderfully engaging, and Helen
Masters and Stephanie Langton as the
aristocratic patronesses follow hard
emotional arcs with truthful force.

Holmes, who directs as well as
writes, also created the documentary
plays Fallujah and Kairina and brings
even more research and imagination

'Erotic and disputatious,
vivid and serious, a
fascinating premiere'
to Jacobean England, info Thy Hands
is intimate as well as intellectual: these
are real people in turmoil, confused in
conscience and wary of politics,
articulate and above all thrummingly,
sexily aiive. The writing is eloquent
and sinewy, Anne's last soliloquy
shattering.

And visually, the dusty Victorian
dignity of Wilton's enhances both
echoing sermons and the murmurs of .
conflicted love. It is yet another reason
for this unique building—woefully
rejected last week by the Heritage
Lottery Fund—to be saved. May
some bonus-banker buy forgiveness,
like a pre-Reformation penitent! But
meanwhile, under its dodgy roof a fine
play is born.
Box office: 020-7702 2789, to July 2


